Weather analytics and climate services

Weather Impact
Weather Impact is a global weather company specializing in
anticipating the risks of extreme weather and climate change.

We offer global
solutions for local
weather
challenges

We are active in industries where daily business is influenced
by weather, and particularly by extreme weather. Weather
Impact provides reliable data and analyses to support our
clients’ critical decision-making. Our solutions aim to mitigate
risks by providing timely global weather alerts. Our products
are user-friendly and based on global forecasting and satellite
monitoring data, combined with local data and expertise.

Example products
Weather Impact delivers real-time weather data, translated into actionable
information. Our products enable customers to reduce weather related damages
and manage the risks of climate change. Our services are available world wide,
examples are:


Tailored weather forecasts



Monitoring of weather hazards



Alerts for extreme weather



Weather risks for crops



Regional climate bulletins



Applied climate projections

Please feel free to request more information at: info@weatherimpact.com

Our Services
Weather Analytics
At Weather Impact we are driven to understand how weather affects your organisation. Our aim is to
save resources and optimize production. Our products and services powerfully integrate field level
knowledge with global weather data. We deliver real-time weather analytics for your organisation or your
customers. Information can be shared as raw data, actable information or fully developed applications on
the web or your smartphone.

We capture tens of millions points of data across the globe each day to
create smart weather solutions

Extreme Weather Alerts
Extreme weather conditions such as heavy rain, storm and extreme temperatures are monitored
worldwide by our meteorologists and warning systems. For each client, tailored and personal riskthresholds can be determined to ensure timely and relevant alerts. The flexibility of our systems also
allows the alerts to be issued for secondary weather impacts, like crop development. In addition, local
data can be integrated into our (global) products.

Weather Impact has state of the art knowledge about the (local) impacts of
climate change on your organization

Climate Change Services
Climate change is now recognized as the major environmental challenge of the 21st century. It is a
growing crisis with economic, health and safety, food production, security and other dimensions.
Temperatures will rise and extreme weather events will become more intense and happen more frequent.
Our consulting team gives advice to private and public sector clients on how to make their projects,
policies and assets resilient to climate change. Weather Impact understands the impacts of climate change
on business. Our climate services strengthen strategic decisions, competitive advantage and global supply
chains.

@WeatherImpact

HydroNET
We develop our products in HydroNET, a decision-support service that
provides intelligent solutions for operational and strategic water management.
Smart web applications compose, analyze and visualize weather and water
information in a series of useful maps and graphs. These empower water
professionals to make better decisions for sustainable management of their
resources. HydroNET was developed by our business partner HydroLogic and
is being used by partners in our community of over 130 organizations to
develop new weather and water applications. HydroNET is currently helping to
manage water resources in nine countries around the world.
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